The management of Multi-sensors 
Introduction
Due to sensor management technology started lately, current maturity methods are limited. Sensor management decides how to select sensors, operation mode of sensors and sensor search strategies in order to optimize the overall performance system. Reference [1] proposed sensor search strategy based on the maximum detection probability, which is a higher success rates strategy for searching a single goal, but higher error rates for multiobjective; References [2] and [3] put forward resource allocation method for single sensor and multi-sensor to multi-target based on resolution, but required to a prior probability distribution before define the resolution;
Reference [4] offered a method of sensor management based on efficiency function, although the method is easily and widely used, some reasonable quantification of factors need further study. From the references [5] [6] [7] [8] can be seen that, hot research direction is the management of wireless sensor networks, management of multi-sensor fusion detection and tracking, but study of management multi-sensor for air defense combat system in an extremely rare.
In modern warfare, battlefield environment is constantly changing, in order to get the best fighting effect, so the sensor quantity, quality, and synergy between sensors are put
The Optimization Linear Assignment Model of Multi-Sensor Resource Management Distribution
Sensor target optimized assignment problem for networked air defense combat system, can be regarded as/multi-sensor multi-target tracking problem, of course, should take into account the regional target detection, recognition, control of bi static or multi static radar transmitting timing, and management of sensor probe mode. Therefore, the core issues of linear programming model for sensor resources optimal allocation, is bases a set of criteria, and establish an easily quantified objective function and some constraints of sensor resource, then obtain efficient allocation of sensor on the target following optimization of the objective function.
Linear Assignment Model
Setting sensor s was assigned to the target m, earnings is E sm , optimization targets are for all or specified goal, and obtain the maximum sensor efficiency. After a given tracking performance scale of sensor to the target, target sensor can be assigned to the target.
Problems can be described as: the sensors are recorded as 
Taking into account may be have more than one sensor is assigned to the same objective, virtual sensors can be consisted of a single sensor and allow the virtual sensor as a single sensor is assigned to a target. Thus, the number of "sensor" increased from s to the number of 2 S-1 and the question became how to optimization assigned all these single and virtual sensors.
Constraints
In the assignment problem, there are some constraints, and one of the most important constraints is the maximum number of each sensor tracking, that is, for a given specified period of time, a sensor can only scan a certain space and follow up a certain number of goals. During a specific time period, they do not exceed their maximum tracking size. If the maximum number of tracking for every single sensor is known, it must also be taken into account this limitation for assigning virtual sensor. Therefore, the above constraint can be handled as follows: the numbered from 1 to s for single sensors and virtual sensor number is from S+1 to The equation (1) calculates total returns of the sensor to target. The equation (2) calculation sensor number which is assigned to the target j , including the virtual sensor.
This constraint means that just one sensor (or virtual sensor) is assigned to the target. According set V(k) , the equation (3) ensure that the tracking number assigned to a single sensor does not exceed the number maximum tracking of sensors, and virtual sensors will be assigned to a single target. If target numbers are greater than the total track capacity, equation (2) allows certain target does not assign the sensor. In multipleobjective/multiple sensor environments, the plan is coordinate multiple sensors to word. A limited number of targets can only be observed for each sensor at each detection cycle. Through the coordination of various detection platform, as much as possible to avoiding excessive probe are focused on individual goals, and some are not observed.
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Optimization Model of Multi-Sensor Management Based On Rough Entropy in Information Gain
From the concept of the indiscernibility relation in rough set theory, we know that for information system ( , ) IS U A  , PA  is a subset of the attributes sets, indiscernibility relation () ind P reveal the grainy structure of domain knowledge and indiscernibility relation is an equivalence relation. Through this equivalence relation, we can obtained a division about decision-making system, represented by / ( ) U ind P or / UP , and this division is known as a knowledge base about
, so the roughness of knowledge
, that is knowledge P and knowledge Q is said to be equal to each other.
, the subsets of P on U consist  , which the algebra probability distribution is defined as follows:
Here, the probability definition of variables known that, the roughness of knowledge P is lower, then provided more average amount of information, and its uncertainty and randomness are smaller, which means its entropy should be smaller.
For knowledge, the rough entropy () EP is defined as follows:
International 
Integrated Efficiency Function
Setting threat degree is 
Experimental Results

1. Scenarios of 2 Sensors
In several phased array radar networks, phased-array radar l and phased array radar 2 take as sensor l and sensor 2, achieving the tracks of 5 goals. So, 
   
Pared with the sequence search method, sensor 1 search and track the target sequence is (1, 4), (2. 5) (3, 6) and the search order of sensor 2 are (2, 5), (3, 6) , (4. 7), and so on. The simulation results show that, for the target 3, the motion is shift from uniform linear motion to uniform circular motion, and its entropy has much more uncertainty. So this method can be timely allocated to sensor, whose tracking effective is better than a sequential search. Simulation results also indicate that the 5 the target can be timely allocated to sensor, making the tracking results significantly improved.
2. Scenarios of 3 Sensors
There are 3 sensors, the combinations number of virtual sensors is In the above analysis, taking into account the relative threat degree, therefore important target 4 T have 2 or more sensors are tracking, shows that the model have the sensitivity to important targets.
Rough entropy method, sequence search method, and our method of error rate are respectively shown in Figure 7 .You can see from Figure 7 , the error rate of our method much lower than the order method and entropy of mixing method in average per-unit sampling times. Because if target number far less than detection unit number, order method of most sampling is not contained detection target unit, and mixed entropy method only through using different of sensor to predict different detection unit. While our method can guarantee the sampling unit is the most likely to contain targets detection unit, and can be maximum ensure tracked focus, making a more rational management of resources. 
Conclusion
Scientific and rational allocations of sensor resources are important to improved air defense detection of early warning network efficiency access to information under informationized conditions. In practice requires, the improvement of adaptability and robustness not only have good performance model and algorithm, but also need more flexible management structure. Many sensors tracking ability are very strong, and search Copyright ⓒ 2015 SERSC radar can handle hundreds of tracks, in this time, so the algorithms in real time are very important; In addition, optimized assignment also includes target detection and classification process for sensor to target, so you can get the optimal allocation of the final result. Therefore, in this paper, according to the management optimization problem in Multi-sensor optimal resource, we analyzed the definition of rough entropy and presented the method of Multi-sensor management based on rough entropy and target threat degree. By calculating rough entropy of the sensors to the target, the maximum information gain access for each sensor on each target, which acts as cost function, taking into account the target threat degree, and using a linear programming optimization assignment multisensor to multi-target. In addition, we adopted maximum information gain optimization criterion in target tracking, then discussed optimization assignment problem about multisensor to multi-target. In addition, we are validate the optimized allocation algorithm with the experimental simulations, and case analysis shows that the effectiveness of the method. Our next study is extending the method to target detection or recognition domains and discussing implementation of the parallel, making it more practical.
